Northampton SC Interactive Session Planner ™
Team

Session Theme

Week

Date

ACTIVITY 1

TIME

ORGANIZATION
The players move the ball by passing it with their hands. They aren’t
allowed to move with the ball in their hands. A goal is scored by
throwing the ball to a teammate who has made a run over the end line. The other
team is given possession if a pass is dropped or intercepted.
Click to insert session diagram

PROGRESSIONS
to score have to roll the ball over the end
line for a player to control with their feet.
Can only hold the ball for 3 seconds.
allow bounce pass if teams are struggling
with catching.
ACTIVITY 2

COACHING POINTS
Move as soon as you pass it.
find open space.

TIME

ORGANIZATION

Click to insert session diagram

possession drill.
Split team into 3 teams.
One team stands around the edge of the square and act as a neutral team. two teams
in the middle trying to get as many passes as possible in a certain time limit. Whoever
gets the most passes by end of the time limit stays on the field. Losing team switches
to the outside.
COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
outside players only allowed 1-2 touches. encourage passing into new space every
Add a time limit the outside players have
time you pass it.
to obey before passing i.e 3 seconds.
three second rule - every three seconds
If struggling to get more than 4 passes
find a new space.
make the teams un-even i.e 6v3 in the
ACTIVITY
TIME
middle
or add3 neutral players to give team
on the ball an advantage.
ORGANIZATION
Game:
Must complete a number of passes before scoring a goal.
Start off low number and build up. maybe 1-2 passes before you score.
Then 3-4 4-5 etc.

Click to insert session diagram

PROGRESSIONS
Every time ball goes out of play start
passes again
Or keep number of passes same no until
goal is scored.
ACTIVITY 4

Click to insert session diagram

TIME

ORGANIZATION
Remember - Goals dont have to be scoring in a goal, they can be scored by making a
pass into a endzone.
dribbling over a endzone
Passing to a end player or "Target player" who is only allowed to wait either end of the
field.

PROGRESSIONS
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COACHING POINTS
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